
News story: Travel industry training
staff to deal with terrorist incidents

The travel industry is providing training for staff working in the UK and
overseas to help keep holidaymakers safe this summer.

Over 23,000 employees have attended sessions, which include advice on how to
spot suspicious items and activity, as well as what to do in the event of a
major incident.

The programme is being run in partnership with the National Counter Terrorism
Security Office (NaCTSO) which has created a short presentation offering
travel companies an easy to deliver counter terrorism awareness product.

This covers the core CT guidance needed by staff working in a Crowded Place
at home or abroad. The product – funded by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office – includes three new films which show staff what to expect and how to
respond in the safest way to the terrorist threat:

Identify and Respond to Suspicious Behaviour
Identify and Respond to Suspicious Behaviour

Identify and Deal with Suspicious Items
Identify and Deal with Suspicious Items

How to React to Firearms or Weapons Attacks
How to React to Firearms or Weapons Attacks

The presentation is accompanied by a helpful leaflet (PDF, 178KB, 2 pages)
which can be printed and distributed as an aide memoire for staff and refers
to the ACT: Action Counters Terrorism guidelines for reporting any suspicious
behaviour or items.

In addition to the industry training, holidaymakers travelling abroad this
summer are also being urged to watch a new video designed to help keep them
safe in the event of a terrorist attack.

New Run Hide Tell video

This film is four minutes long and outlines key actions to take if terrorists
strike.

While there is no specific intelligence that British holidaymakers will be
targeted this summer the launch of the film, and supporting information, is
part of a general campaign to raise awareness among the public. It highlights
the steps people can take to minimise the impact of an attack – including
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knowing the local emergency services number.

The central message is Run, Hide, Tell, which was first launched by UK police
in December 2015 after attacks in Paris. It was recently re-issued to the
public by officers during London’s Borough Market incident.

The original film to launch Run, Hide, Tell was based in an office block
setting but the new travel-related videos show an event taking place in a
hotel.

In June 2015, 30 British travellers were among 38 killed by terrorists at a
resort in Tunisia. UK police were determined to work with the travel industry
to do everything possible to learn from the tragedy.

Detective chief superintendent Scott Wilson, National Coordinator for Protect
and Prepare, says:

The chances of being caught up in a terrorist incident are still
low, but sadly we have seen atrocities take place in the UK and
abroad. So it is important everyone – staff and customers – stays
alert and knows what to do if the worst was to happen.

Understandably people want to go on holiday to relax and enjoy
themselves, but we need to remain vigilant at all times.

We want people to think of this in the same way they do the safety
film airlines show before take-off. They don’t expect anything bad
to happen but it is a sensible safety precaution to show people
what to do.

A few minutes of your time spent watching the video before you go
on holiday could save you and your loved ones. And find out in
advance the local emergency number. For EU counties it is 112.
Other numbers can be found on the foreign and commonwealth Office
website.

Nikki White, Director of Destinations and Sustainability from ABTA adds:

We recognise the importance of raising awareness and providing
clear guidance for our Members and their employees. We know that
customers would look to those staff working in their hotels and
resorts to take the lead and respond quickly to an emerging
situation.

Representatives of the travel industry, taking part in the
training, have responded positively.

We will continue to work closely with the police to make sure we
are doing all we can to help raise awareness of these messages.

https://abta.com/


The key advice is:

Run – to a place of safety. This is better than trying to
surrender or negotiate.

Hide – it is better to hide than confront. Barricade yourself in,
turn your phone to silent and only when it is safe to do so…

Tell – the authorities by calling the emergency number – 112 for
the EU. For other numbers check here

News story: Defence Secretary welcomes
Iraqi Victory in Mosul

Welcoming Prime Minister Abadi’s statement on Mosul, Defence Secretary Sir
Michael Fallon said:

I congratulate Prime Minister Abadi, and the Iraqi forces who have been
fighting on the ground with great bravery > and care against a brutal
opponent. Daesh has total disregard for innocent civilian life and we should
welcome their defeat in a city that was ground zero for their so-called
caliphate.

Britain has played a leading role in the Coalition that has helped bring
about the removal of the death cult from Mosul. The RAF has struck more than
750 targets as part of the campaign to liberate Mosul – second only to the >
United States. While these pin point strikes have brought an end to Daesh in
the city, there is still more to do. This > barbaric group remains dug in
west of the Euphrates and clearing operations in and around Mosul will be
needed > because of the threat from improvised explosive devices.

Press release: Crackdown on drugs,
drones and mobile phones in prisons

225kg of illicit drugs recovered from prisons in 2016
over 20,000 mobile phones and sim cards recovered
criminals using drones to smuggle phones and drugs into prisons jailed
for a combined total of over 40 years
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A huge haul of drugs and mobile phones has been recovered since the
introduction of new detection measures to crackdown on prison contraband,
Prisons Minister Sam Gyimah revealed today.

A £2 million investment has seen every prison across the estate fitted out
with hand-held mobile phone detectors and portable detection poles to step up
the detection of illegal phones on the landings.

In addition, 300 specialist prison dogs have been trained in drugs detection
to help stem the flow of illicit substances into our prisons, allowing
officers to focus their efforts on reforming and turning the lives around of
offenders.

The measures are part of a much wider strategy to tackle the most pressing
threats to security in prisons and backed by a strengthening of the frontline
with 2,500 additional prison officers by 2018.

New statistics show that in 2016, hardworking prison staff recovered 225kg of
illicit drugs – the equivalent weight of 2 washing machines – across the
prison estate.

And in the same year, over 13,000 mobile phones and 7,000 sim cards were
recovered from prisons – helping to thwart the attempts of criminals to
continue committing crime behind bars.

Prisons Minister Sam Gyimah said:

I have been clear that the current levels of violence, drugs and
mobile phones in our prisons is unacceptable. We have put in place
a number of measures to help disrupt this illegal activity as it is
an issue I am absolutely determined to resolve.

These figures highlight the determination of prison staff to
disrupt this behaviour, whilst at the same time sending a clear
message that we will push to prosecute anyone who involves
themselves in this kind of activity.

The issues within our prisons will not be resolved overnight, but
we must make progress in tackling these problems. Bringing in more
frontline staff is an integral part of that. The number of prison
officers in post is on the rise, meaning we are on track to
achieving the recruitment of 2,500 officers by 2018.

The government has introduced strict measures to prevent drugs in prisons
including introducing legislation which makes the possession of psychoactive
substances a criminal offence,

Meanwhile, a specialist squad of prison and police officers has been formed
to tackle the threat drones pose to prison security.

The team of investigators will work closely with national law enforcement



agencies and HM Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS) to inspect drones that
have been recovered from prisons in a bid to identify and track down those
involved in attempts to smuggle in contraband.

Figures show that to date, there has been a total of 35 arrests and 11
convictions of criminals involved in drone activity – resulting in those
convicted serving a total of more than 40 years in jail.

This includes:

the longest sentence of this type which was handed down in May, where
Tomas Natalevicius and accomplice Dalius Zilinskas were jailed for over
a decade collectively

in December, Dean Rawley-Bell, 21, was jailed for 4 years and 8 months
after he used a drone in attempts to smuggle drugs and mobile phones
into HMP Manchester

in October, drug dealer Renelle Carlisle, 23, was jailed for 3 years and
4 months after he was caught outside HMP Risley in Warrington with a
drone in his bag, trying to smuggle drugs inside

in July, 37-year-old Daniel Kelly was locked up for 14 months for trying
to supply offenders at HMP Elmley and Swaleside in Sheppey, HMP
Wandsworth in London and HMP the Mount in Hemel Hempstead with
contraband

Notes to editors

Progress made on making prisons safer and more secure includes:

rolling out new tests since September for psychoactive substances across
the estate, including supporting governors to use drug testing on entry
and exit from prison as part of a more extensive testing programme

300 dogs across the estate to detect new psychoactive substances with
positive feedback from prison staff

making the supply of psychoactive substances into prisons, and
possession of them, criminal offences

introducing legislation so we can now apply for Telecommunications
Restriction Orders at Court to block specific mobile phones being used
in prisons. Since the legislation was introduced in August, we have had
more than 150 mobile phones cut off



establishing a £3 million intelligence hub to tackle gang crime behind
bars

making it a criminal offence to bring a mobile phone into prison, or
transmit sounds or images from within a prison using a mobile phone.
These offences carry a maximum penalty of 2 years in prison

working with the mobile network operators to do more, including
developing new technological solutions, so we can block mobile phones’
signals in prisons

News story: Finance sector banks on
women for top roles

Over two-thirds of finance firms believe that signing up to the Treasury’s
Women in Finance Charter will lead to permanent and sustainable change in
gender diversity at senior levels across the industry.

According to new research, conducted by think tank New Financial, 62% of
firms have taken specific action to support female career progression since
signing up to the Charter – an initiative which aims to build the pipeline of
female talent for leadership positions.

PDF, 631KB, 10 pages

If you use assistive technology (such as a screen reader) and need a version
of this document in a more accessible format, please email
digital.communications@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk. Please tell us what format you
need. It will help us if you say what assistive technology you use.

Initiatives, such as succession planning, examining hiring practices and
unconscious bias training, are helping to make the culture at these firms
more female-friendly, and in the long run, should help firms attract and
retain the best talent.

The Economic Secretary, Stephen Barclay, said:

For too long many women in finance have been underpaid,
underrepresented and undervalued compared to men and it’s great to
see the Treasury’s Women in Finance Charter making a tangible
difference in the banking sector.
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Firms are waking up to the fact that promoting more women into
senior roles is not only the right thing to do, but will also
improve their overall business performance. Diversity of thought at
the top is crucial in keeping the financial sector at the cutting
edge.

Data shows that the ground-breaking Women in Finance Charter is also paving
the way for firms to improve on other types of diversity.

Over two-thirds of signatories either have used, or are considering using,
the Charter as a blueprint to improve the representation of other diversity
characteristics in their firms, such as ethnicity and sexual orientation,
with PWC claiming that the Charter is already driving stronger executive
accountability for both their gender and ethnicity targets.

This focus is welcomed by the Economic Secretary, who commented:

The Charter does not prevent firms focusing on other aspects of
diversity, and if we are to meet the economic and political
challenges ahead, we need a meritocracy which promotes diversity
across all areas, including LGBT, class, and geography.

Jayne-Anne Gadhia, CEO of Virgin Money and government’s Women in Finance
Champion, said:

I’m delighted to see such strong progress being made by the
financial services sector. Embracing diversity not only improves
productivity and business performance, it is quite simply the right
thing to do.

Yasmine Chinwala, partner at New Financial and author of the report, said:

The survey data clearly shows that the Charter is already beginning
to make an impact on financial services at both company and
industry level, and not only for female representation but
diversity as a whole. The big challenge ahead will be making sure
diversity stays on the business agenda.

This data comes as a further 25 firms sign up to the Women in Finance
Charter, bringing the total number of firms involved to 141.

Major firms including AXA, Citi, KPMG and Post Office Ltd, employing over
40,000 people, have stepped up to show their commitment.

The new signatories mean that over 560,000 people are now covered by the
Charter – equal to over half of the employees in the financial services
sector and more than the total employees in the mining, energy and water



sector combined.

Jenny Grey, Citi EMEA Head of HR said:

At Citi, we believe a diverse workforce at all levels is business
critical. Diversity and inclusion are strategic priorities across
the firm globally. Diversity of thought keeps us at the cutting
edge of innovation and technology, enabling progress for our
clients, shareholders and the communities we serve. We believe that
to be innovative, you must be inclusive. Companies with diverse and
inclusive cultures are the future and Citi wants to be a leader in
this progressive group.

Gender diversity is a key focus and our global diversity strategy
sets out a clear path to work towards improving our gender balance.
We are proud to sign the Women in Finance Charter and to
demonstrate our commitment to driving change in our industry. We
welcome the initiatives introduced by the Charter and fully support
the aims and objectives in achieving greater gender balance.

Over a quarter of the signatory firms who have published their diversity
targets are committed to a 50/50 gender split in senior roles, and have set a
date to achieve that target.

The Charter sits among a set of wider government reforms to improve gender
equality in the work place. These include the £5 million fund for
‘returnships’ announced at Budget 2017 and making gender pay gap reporting
mandatory from April this year.

Press release: Crackdown on fake
holiday sickness claims

Plans to clamp down on bogus holiday sickness claims have been announced by
ministers today.

The move follows concerns from the travel industry that more and more
suspected false insurance claims for gastric illnesses like food poisoning
are being brought by British holidaymakers, partly fuelled by touts operating
in European resorts.

Advice from the travel industry shows the upsurge of claims in this country –
reported by the industry to be as high as 500% since 2013 – is not seen in
other European countries, raising suspicions over the scale of bogus claims
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and damaging our reputation overseas.

Due to the reported increase in claims, and as many tour operators appear to
settle them out of court, the costs to the industry are increasing.

This is raising fears of higher package holiday prices for the majority of
law-abiding holiday makers.

A major barrier to tackling the issue is that these spurious claims are
arising abroad. Legal costs are not controlled, so costs for tour operators
who fight claims can be out of all proportion to the damages claimed.

Ministers today said they want to reduce cash incentives to bring spurious
claims against package holiday tour operators. Under these proposals tour
operators would pay a prescribed sum depending on the value of the claim,
making the cost of defending a claim predictable.

Justice Secretary David Lidington said:

Our message to those who make false holiday sickness claims is
clear – your actions are damaging and will not be tolerated.

We are addressing this issue, and will continue to explore further
steps we can take. This government is absolutely determined to
tackle the compensation culture which has penalised the honest
majority for too long.

A system to control costs already exists for most personal injury claims in
England and Wales, but a loophole is being exploited in foreign holiday
claims.

To prevent this ministers have asked the Civil Procedure Rule Committee,
which is responsible for setting rules on legal costs, to urgently look at
the rules governing the costs of holiday claims. As a result of these
proposed changes, fixed recoverable costs can be extended to cover claims
arising abroad, closing the loophole and meaning that pay-outs for tour
operators will be subject to stricter controls.

The vast majority of holidaymakers will not make false claims, and those with
genuine claims will still be able to claim damages. But these changes will
crack down on those who do make bogus claims and help stop the price of
package holidays soaring for the honest majority.

In addition to today’s action, ministers will ask the Civil Justice Council
in the coming weeks to look at the rules around how low value personal injury
claims more generally are handled to reduce the incentives to bring claims
lacking merit.

The government will also be bringing forward proposals to tackle the
continuing high number and cost of whiplash claims via the Civil Liability
Bill.



Further information:

Holidaymakers should be reminded that they could face up to 3 years in
prison if found guilty of making a fraudulent claim.
A system of Fixed Recoverable Costs already exists for most personal
injury claims in England and Wales, limiting the legal costs that are
paid out. This does not currently apply to a tour operator if the
incident happened abroad, however.
Costs for tour operators who are unsuccessful in challenging a claim
arising abroad are uncontrolled and can be out of all proportion to the
damages claimed. Extending Fixed Recoverable Costs to cover these means
tour operators would instead pay a prescribed sum depending on the value
of the claim, making the costs of defending a claim predictable.
We have been liaising with the Association of British Travel Agents and
other industry representatives to understand the underlying problems and
identify the most appropriate and effective response. In addition to
today’s action to close this loophole, we will be calling on the travel
industry and others to come forward with further evidence. This Call for
Evidence will aim to gather robust data on the volumes and costs of
claims, which will help inform further action from government and
industry to tackle the issue. The government is committed to tackling
all fraudulent claims. The Claims Management Regulator has taken
significant steps in this area and the Claims Management Regulator and
the Solicitors Regulation Authority are working together to this end.
The Civil Procedure Rule Committee was set up under the Civil Procedure
Act 1997 to make rules of court for the Civil Division of the Court of
Appeal, the High Court and the County Court. The Civil Procedure Rules
set out the practice and procedure to be followed.
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